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9 September 2016

Attn: Claire Morrison

I)ear Sirs,

PwC Response to the UK charity regulators’ consultation on Reporting
matters ofmaterial significance to a UK charity regulator - Revised
guidancefor auditors and independent examiners
We welcome the opportunity to comment on the above consultation.

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (“PwC”) is the appointed auditor to around 400 UK charities (including

34 of the top 200). We have a strong focus on the charity and not-for-profit sector and have been
running the annual Building Public Trust awards for charities since 2014. Our response reflects our
audit role and the importance of this in the wider regulation and trust agenda.

We are supportive of the UK charity regulators’ decision to update guidance on a common basis to help
auditors and independent examiners whether matters identified might be of material significance to
charity regulators in the exercise of their duties. However, we have highlighted some areas where, as
currently drafted, there is a risk that a disproportionate additional burden may arise, resulting in
additional costs for auditors/independent examiners (ultimately borne by charities) and regulators
having to deal with an increase in reporting of non-significant matters. In our view this would
undermine the objective of helping to focus regulatory activity to where it is needed.

We have considered each of the questions in the invitation to comment document and set out our
detailed responses in the attachment to this letter.

If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Richard Winter (020 7804 4668).

Yours faithfully,

Lit

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

PricewuterhouseCoopers LLP, i Embanknumt Place, London, WC2N 6RH
T: +44 (o) 2075835000, F: +44 (o) 2072124652, www.pwc.co.ult

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP isa limited liability partnership registered in England with registered number 0C303525. The registered office of PricewaterhouseCoopers
LLP si Embankment Place, London WC2N 6RH.PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP is authorsed and regulated by the Financral Conduct Authority for desqnated investment
business.
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Attachment: Responses to consultation
questions

to this attachment WI’ USC the word “exanuiìet’ to refer to either or t)Oth Htltlitt)t’ and independent
examinci’, and “regulator” to refer to one f)l’ more (It the three I 1k charity t’eglIllt()rS.

Question i - The list ofmaterial matters ofsigntflcance which must be reported was
developed to aid auditors and independent examiners in understanding their duties
under the legislation. Do you agree that it is useful to have a list ofmatters which must
be reported? Ifnot, what means do you suggest ofhelping auditors and independent
examiners meet their statutory duty to report?

In the al)sence of a statutory definition, we agree that it is useful to have a list of matters which the

regulators consider to he of material significance in order to l)rovicle guidance to examiners in
estahlishing whether they have a statutory duty to report. However, the usefttlness of such a list could
be undermined if’ it results in multiple reporting of the same issue or encourages reporting of matters
which are clearly not of material significance but fall within the scope of a listed item. We make further
comments in later questions where we foresee particular examples of these.

We note that the list is never intended to be exhaustive and examiners still have a statutoiy right (not
duty) to make reports of other matters that they consider relevant to the exercise of any of the
regulators’ functions.

The regulators should also consider supplementing the list with qualitative guidance to help examiners
in deciding whether a matter not included on the list is still subject to a duty to report as a matter of
material significance. An example of this is the Pension Regulator, which in its Code of Practice 01 sets
out four areas of consideration (cause, effect, reaction by trustees, and wider implications) to increase
the chances of matters which really are of material significance being reported where they are not
obviously covered by a list.

Question 2 - Do yott agree that the descriptions of the matters to be reported are clear
and helpful? Ifnot please advise wherefurther clarity is required.

Tippinq off (Matter 3)
The Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 prohibits tipping off. Whilst in the normal course of events, reporting
to a regulator under a statutory provision without alerting a perpetrator is unlikely to be regarded as
tipping off, it would be helpful for the regulators’ guidance to clarify this matter to avoid uncertainty
for examiners.

Care and welfare of beneficiaries (matter 5) .

Having read again the list of matters considered to be of material significance, this one stands out as
being significantly outside the range of expertise of an examiner. It is therefore inappropriate to expect

examiners to make report.s in this area. We therefore propose that this item be removed from the list
altogether.
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I )uriiuj tlu’ ciudht/indc’pc’nctc’izt e.vctinincztion

Matters 3. 5 and 7 arc’ proposed to he changed by adding “chiring the atidit/independent examination.
We do not support this change tor the k)lloWing reasons:

• Our stttIitory ditty to report is limited to matters of which the examiner becomes aware whilst
acting in the capacity ot aticlitor or independent examiner only, so the words are unnecessary
a tic!

• There is perhaps an iml)Iication that there is a wider duty (which does not exist in law) to report
matteis falling tinder the other headings where the additional words are not included.

Mutter 6 — l3reachc’s of teqisltzhve requirements or charity’s trusts
In addition to comments about the term material in question 3, we considered that the additional
words macic the intention of matter 6 less clear than it was before. Is the intention related to, for
example, the ttse ot restricted or designated funds for a general purpose, or tise of charitable funds for
a non—charitable ptirpose? We also thought there was a risk of conflict between this and other matters,
which may lead to an inappropriate decision about whether or not to report.

We recommend that this item be hilly reworded so that examiners are clear on the regulators’
intentions in this area.

Matter 7— l3rectch oforder or direction made by a charity regulator

We recommend removing the words “deliberate or”. We consider that it is often difticult to determine
whether actions are deliberate are not, but regardless of intention, it is the consequences of a course of
action that have greatest relevance when considering significance.

The matter ems with the words “involving significant charitable assets or liabilities” but we are not
clear (a) which parts of the sentence this applies to, and (b) whether assets and liabilities are
considered to have a greater significance than income and expenditure. It would therefore be helpftil to
clarify this.

Other matters
We have made additional comments later in this attachment where the clarity required relates to a
specific question.

Question 3 - The terminology in Matters 1 and 2 has been amended to agree to that
used in the Statement ofRecommended Practicefor Charities (SORP), do you agree
that this is helpfulfor consistency? Ifnot please advise what terminology you would
recommend and why?
It is potentially confusing to use the word “material” in two different contexts: material significance to
the regulator and material to the reader of the financial statements.

Materiality under the SORP definition is assessed in the context of the examiner’s view of the impact
on economic decisions of users of financial statements. Whilst regulators are users, they are not the
only users, and such decisions are taken in the context of users collectively, including donors,
beneficiaries, staff and the general public. Whilst quantitative measures are often applied, there is no
uniform approach between audit firms and individual practitioners may also select non-standard
measures where the circumstances of a particular charity require it. Matters which are immaterial on
purely quantitative grounds may nevertheless be considered material on qualitative grounds, such as
related party transactions which demand a higher degree of focus.
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Our prciei’ence is [ui the regulators to use and cleuinc an alternative term in gtudance, based on

quantitative and clualitative aspects that inform their views as to what is material to them. The
regtilatoi’s therelore do need to 1w aware that there will be some variation i Li reporting, as this is likely
to be a matter for proft’ssif)nal judgement. However, defining measures or aspects shotild he seen as a

positiVi’ move to aligning the matters that examiners decide to report under the statutory dot with
those matters that the regulators are likely to ptli’ste.

Question 4 - Matter 3 has been expanded to specifically include the charity ‘.s bank
account in the areas wherefluids could be usedfor money laundering. This is based
upon our experiences where tire charity’s bank account has been used to move money.
Do you agree that the expanded definition is helpful? Ifnot please advise what
alternative definition you would use.

We do not support this change. We believe that “using the charity’s bank account is tantamount to
“using the charity” and therefore it is not necessaly to make this (listinction.

Ftirthcrmore, we recognise that money laundering and similar activities can occur without direct tise

of a charity’s bank account, stich as through other financial instruments, non-cash assets, or in—kind

transactions. We l)eheve that singling out the charity’s bank account in this way may cause examiners

to consider this issue too narrowly and matters which really are of material significance might

therefore not be reported.

We therefore recommend that the wording of matter 3 is not changed from existing guidance.

Question
-

Matter 4 is now applicable to Northern Ireland and has been expanded to
exclude the need to report any matters that were related to a quatrfying offence as
defined by Section 3t7) of the Northern Ireland (Sentences) Act 1998. Do you agree that
tire matter sirould be expanded in this way? Do you consider that tire proposed
wording is appropriate? Ifnotplease explain your answer and advise what
alternative wording you would use.

We understand the need to make provision for Northern Ireland law in this area but in considei’ing

this point, there are a number of challenges with the proposed wording that we would recommend be

resolved before finalising the guidance.

• the words “used to” are capable of multiple interpretation and therefore examiners may

misunderstand the regulators’ intention. Is this intended to highlight where the charity, its

trustees, employees or assets have been utilised inappropriately, or that its trustees or
employees may once have supported terrorism etc? Adding the wording about historic Northern

Ireland offences suggests more of the latter, whereas without the additional wording, the former

might have been the more obvious reading.
• examiners do not have expertise in determining whether an offence is a qualiiiing offence for

the purposes of that Act.
• we did not consider that “terrorism or proscribed organisations in the UK or outside of the UK”

was sufficiently clear. It seemed unrealistic for auditors to have knowledge of whether

organisations were proscribed by a non-UK authority, but it may be the regulators’ intention

related to “organisation which are proscribed in the UK, regardless of where they operate”.

There was also some uncertainty as to whether proscribed individuals should be covered by this

item.
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W.’ thereiore rec mmend [hut the giluclulnee he eluu’uhecl so that the meaning us clear and there is flC)

risk to examiners ii they inadvertently report a qtialityi ng olienee or a link to a non—proscribed
organisation ii the eXaminer has a beliel ui suspicion that the matter is ol signihcanee.

Questloit 6 - Matter $from the previous list of matters to be reported has been
removed. This is due to thefact that this led to auditors and independent examiners
advising the Regulator where they had simply ceased to hold office. Where ceasing to
hold office occurs due to a reportable matter this should be covered by an alternative
matter. Do you agree that this matter should be removed? Ifnot please advise why it
should be retained?
This matter is not relevant for auditors as they have a separate statutory obligation to provide charity
regulators with a copy of any statement of circumstances on leaving office, if there are circumstances
to report.

However, as there are no statutory provisions for reporting circttmstances on leaving office for
independent examiners, we l)elieve the matter should I)e retained, subject to:

• Explicitly stating that this matter does not apply to auditors as they have a separate statutory
duty to report circumstances to regulators; aH(l

• Taking account of our comments about reporting under mttltiple headings in question 10 below.

Question - Matter 9 has been introduced to ensure that auditors and independent
examiners report to the charity regulator as soon as they issue a modified audit
opinion (including any emphasis ofmatter) or quatjfy their independent examiner’s
report and notify the regulator. Separate notification enables the matter to be
consideredfor regulatory action and avoids any delay arisingfrom awaiting thefiling
of the charity’s accounts. This will be useful to the regulators as there have been a
number ofinstances where matters have not been reported separately but simply
included when the auditor’s or examiner’s report is qualified. Do you agree that the
inclusion of this within the matters ofmaterial significance will assist auditors and
independent examiners? Please give your reasonsfor this response.

We are broadly supportive of this addition. We recognise there are some matters which may give rise
to modified reports which are arguably not of significance, but practically it would be difficult to define
such a subset and it is therefore best left as a decision for the regulator as to whether to take action in
response to items reported under this matter.

As one objective of adding this to the list of items appears to be accelerating the reporting of matters of
significance, we agree that “issuing” the report (signing and dating by the practitioner) is the trigger
for reporting. We recommend using the same term “issuing” for reports of both types of examiner.

The next challenge is how much to report. A modified report should clearly explain the matter giving
rise to tile modification, although this is often explained in the context of greater detail prowded in the
notes to the financial statements. We consider that it is appropriate for the examiner to provide a copy
of tile modified report together with any specific disclosures made by tile charity and referred to in the
modified report, relevant to the understanding of the modification.

We do not believe that the examiner should provide additional information not included in the report
itself, as this should be sufficiently self-contained for the reader to understand the implications. In
particular, action taken by the trustees subsequent to the issue of the report can only be included if the
reporting is delayed, which is inconsistent with the statutory duty to report “immediately”.
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We the’elure recommend thai this matter he reworded to reflect the concerns above.

See also our e)mments tinder question in about reporting under multi pie headings, as we see little
value in reporting the issue of a modified report it the matter giVing rise to the modification has
already been reported under another heading oi’ reported separately by the trustees.

Question 8 - Auditors regularly offer guidance and areasfor improvement to their

clients. We recognise the important rote this plays in ensuring charities meet their
regulatory requirements. Where charitiesfail to act upon the recommendations made
by their advisors titis may be an indication ofgovernance concerns and should be
reported to the regulator. Do you agree that this matter should be included as a
reportable matter? Ifnot please provide yozt r reasonsfor this.

We are concerned that the expression “matters identifIed by the auditor or examiner in their scrutiny
of accounts for a previous year” is too widely drawn. Trustees value the range of observations that their

auditors/independent examiners may make as a consequence of the auci it/examination, and it wotilci

l)e counter—productive to cover all matters reported by this additional reporting obligation. If auditors
are expected to report where no action has I)een taken for all matters reported, we believe this would
have an adverse impact on the effectiveness of audit communications (and therefore value received by
charities) as:

• there may be a reluctance to report certain matters formally, such as those that would help

charities move from a basic compliance level to best practice or leading edge controls and
governance processes; and

• there may be disagreements about what constitutes ‘without reasonable cause”

We therefore do not support adding this item to the list of matters of material significance, as we
believe the interests of the sector are best served by examiners and trustees using professional
judgement abotit what to report and what action to take. In practical terms, significant matters tinder
this heading are likely to fall under heading 2 as well.

If the regulators are concerned that matters of signifIcance falling tinder this matter would not be
reported under other headings, we recommend that clearer guidance be given about the nature of
issues that the regulators believe should be reported.
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Question 9 — It is importantfor public trust in charities to ensure that all relationships
arc properly managed in accordancc with charity law and ivizere required disclosed in
order to maintain public trust and confidence. 111utter 11 highlights the ncedfor
auditors and independent exaiiiiners to report to tts where they believe that
relationships are not managed welt or are not correctly highlighted to users qf the
accounts. Do you agree that this should be included as a matter ofmaterial
significance? Ifnot, please provide your reasons why.
There atc two asl)ccts to matter it: management of conflicts of interest and disclosure of related pai’ty
transact io ii s.

We agree that public trtist and confidence isstlcs are likely to make m)fl—compliance with law and
relevant guidance to l)c a matter of material significance requiring reporting. However, we Would
encourage the regulators to agree uniform guidance for this area, so that examiners do not potentially
have to evaluate issues against three sets of guidance. We also challenge the presumption that all items
falling in this heading wotilci automatically l)e considered to l)e of material significance. By way of an
example, failure to have an agenda item to (leclare conflicts at the start of the meeting would appear to
be a failure to follow the Charity Commission’s CC29 guidance, whereas taking a decision which was
influenced by a conflicted but undeclared trtistee is more likely to be, which is likely to require
reporting under matter 2. As there is no clear definition of conflict of interest, we l)eheve that this
could also i’esult in excessive reporting of matters that were not really of material significance with an
adverse impact on examiners anti regulators alike. We therefore (10 not Support inclusion of the
management of conflicts of interest aspect of matter ii.

Where disclosures do not comply in a material respect with the relevant accounting framework, both
types of examiner would be required to modify their report and therefore this event would give rise to
reporting tinder matter 9. We therefore do not Support dfll)liCatiofl of the disclosure point within
matter ii.

Question 10 - While the reporting requirements have not changed significantly we
have increased the areas identified as matters ofmaterial significance to provide
clarificationfor those with reporting responsibilities. Do you agree that this aids
clarification and is not a significant increase in regulatory burden? Ifnot please
provide your reasonsfor this.
Although we consider that the changes proposed do cause an increase in regulatory burden on
examiners, we do not consider that this would be a significant increase for the majority of well-run
charities, unless inadequate action is taken on reducing the burden highlighted in our response to
question 8 above.

However, we have a number of concerns that the proposed changes would not result in the best
regulatory outcome and we would encourage the regulators to reflect the following in the revised
guidance:

Reporting under multiple headings: Where the same issue fills under multiple headings,
we believe that the public interest is best served by reporting the issue once at the earliest
relevant point in the audit cycle. For example, if a matter already reported gives rise to a
modified audit report and there are no other relevant factors in the modification, the fact of
issuing a modified report does not of itself appear to be a matter of material significance. We
believe it would be helpful to establish the principle that identification of a matter already
reported does not require reporting unless the auditor has additional relevant information
which has come to light since the original report.
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Matters already repotied by trustees: We do not see any teal lflhl)lic l)eneht in rel)Orting

matters to regtilators ol which they are fully aware. If an examiner identifies a matter which may
I’eqlliI’e reporting bitt estal)liShCS that (i) the trustees have reported the matter to the relevant

charity regulator alt’eady; (2) the examiner has nothing to add to the trustees’ (lesct’iption of the
mattel: and (:3) the relevant regulator has acknowledged receipt ot the tt’ttstees’ report, we

believe the examiner should he released from the duty to report. Doing so, we believe that the
regulators will t’eceive earlier and fuller notification of mattel’s of material significance than
would l)e possil)le if reliance were placed solely on examiners, and the i’egulatoi’s would not have
to deal with hii’thei’ reports on matters they had already investigated oi- concluded that no action

was necessaly.

Rcpotting to multiple regulators: As there are separate legal provisions lot’ charities

regulated in more than one part of the United Kingdom, sti’ictly an auditor wouilcl l)e requii’ecl to

make i’epoi’ts of mattei’s of material significance to each relevant regulator, which in turn might

each take rcgulatoty action in respect of a charity. We believe it would be helpful for examiners
an(l lot’ the public inte;’est for reports to be macic to one charity regulator in these cases, and

where multiple i’egulators have an interest, agreement reached between them as to how any

i’egulatouy action is managed. This may be difficult to achieve undei’ current legislation, but we
wouki encouu’age the regulators to considei’ whether it is possible to approach the issue more
ci’eatively than at present and then to pi’ovicle guidance to examiners as to how to deal with their
multiple obligations. Similar considerations apply where reports are made tinder the Proceeds of

Crime Act 2002 as well as charity legislation,

Question ii - In addition to the 7natters identified as reportable, we have received
feedback that somefurther guidance around reporting requirements, including more
practical examples ofreporting matters ofmaterial signcance would be useful. Do
you agree thatfurther guidance in this area is required and fso should this be
provided by the regulators and/ or included in auditing standards?

In the main, pi’actical guidance about reporting to regulators is included in International Standard on

Auditing (UK) 250B and Practice Note ii “The audit of charities in the United Kingdom”. Whilst this
guidance does not strictly al)l)ly to independent examiners, it still provides relevant guidance on
i’egulatorv reporting, and there does not appear to be any real value in further guidance to be provided
by charity regulators except for the matters noted above,
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